
Harry the Dirty Dog
Link to the book: https://amzn.to/30mLOX4

https://amzn.to/30mLOX4


Find the Scrub Brush (Prepositions)

• On the following pages (pages 4 – 7), you’ll find the 
scrub brush hidden in various places in the picture. 
Kids can use prepositions to identify the places 
where the scrub brush is (under the chair, etc.).

• Since it would be a lot of ink to print, you can print 
them in black-and-white, or just have the kids view 
the pages on the screen. 



Harry is hiding the scrub brush 

around the house! Can you find the 

scrub brush in each picture?



___________ the couch

Prepositions



___________ the table



___________ the couch



___________ the chair



Name: _____________________________ Date: ___________________________

Patterns with Harry!

In the book, Harry is a white dog with black spots, but he also sometimes looks like a black dog with 
white spots. Look at the patterns below and see which color dog would fit next in the pattern.

Cut these out for choices to fill in 
the pattern with. 



Name: _____________________________ Date: ___________________________

Dogs

Many people have dogs for pets. Dogs like to 
play with toys. They also like to go on walks. 
Dogs also have amazing senses. Dogs can smell 
things much better than people. Their sense 
of smell might be up to 100,000 times better 
than people. Dogs can also hear and see very 
well. Dogs are very interesting animals!

Yes or No?

Dogs play with toys.              Yes     or      No

Dogs live in the jungle.         Yes     or      No

Dogs like to go on walks.     Yes     or      No

Dogs are good at seeing, Yes     or      No
hearing, and smelling.            



Name: _____________________________ Date: ___________________________

Dogs

Many people have dogs for pets. Dogs like to 
play with toys. They also like to go on walks. 
Dogs also have amazing senses. Dogs can smell 
things much better than people. Their sense 
of smell might be up to 100,000 times better 
than people. Dogs can also hear and see very 
well. Dogs are very interesting animals!

True or False?

Dogs play with toys.              True     or      False

Dogs live in the jungle.         True     or      False

Dogs like to go on walks.     True     or      False

Dogs are good at seeing, True     or      False
hearing, and smelling.            



Counting Activity

Link for Instructions: 
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/363384263685401074/

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/363384263685401074/


Craft Project

Link for Instructions: 
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/564709240771307957/

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/564709240771307957/

